Advances in aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) now allow intense electron beams with over 0.2 nA of current to be focused into atom-sized probes. When combined with silicon drift detectors (SDDs) for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), which boast drastically improved collection angles and energy resolution compared to traditional detectors, modern STEM instruments can now acquire X-ray spectroscopic information on the atomic scale [1] . We demonstrate here that it is possible to identify directly by EDXS individual atoms using an aberration-corrected STEM equipped with an SDD detector.
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The experiments were conducted using a Nion UltraSTEM™100 [2] equipped with a Bruker XFlash 5030T ultra-thin window 30 mm 2 SDD (corresponding on our system to a detection solid angle of about 0.1 sr), as well as a Gatan Enfina electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS). The EDX spectrometer, which cannot be baked at the usual column temperature (140°C), was specifically designed so it could be coupled to the column and inserted into its operating position without venting the sample area, resulting in clean vacuum conditions (typically 4x10 -9 Torr) at the sample during operation. The microscope optics were configured to give a probe of 190 pA beam current at 60 keV primary energy, 30 mrad convergence half-angle for a probe size of about 1.4 Å.
For the observations, 0.2 nm of Pd were deposited by thermal evaporation on a CVD-grown single-layer graphene sheet, resulting in the formation of nm-sized Pd which adhere preferentially to patches of amorphous carbon-based contamination. Isolated heavy metal atoms (Pd from the deposition, but also Pt, a common contaminant in Pd sources) are also commonly found in these areas, while Si impurity atoms, likely arising from the CVD growth process, were occasionally incorporated within the graphene lattice.
After locating suitable, stable, single impurity atoms in the graphene using high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images, a subscan area centred around the atom of interest, with much shorter frame time of about 60 ms and approximately 6x6 Å 2 in size (10 carbon sites around the impurity), was started simultaneously with EDXS and EELS acquisitions. To compensate for atomic mobility under the beam as well as possible drift, the subscan window was continually re-centred on the atom throughout the entire acquisition (up to 5 minutes). The subscan images were stacked and saved as a movie to ensure the atom was appropriately tracked throughout the experiment. Another HAADF image was usually taken after the acquisition to verify that the single atom had not moved more than a few atomic sites. Figure 1a shows a substitutional Si impurity replacing a single C atom within the graphene lattice. Such defects are very stable and provide an ideal test case for single atom spectroscopy [3] . An EDX spectrum, fig. 1b , acquired over the subscan area illustrated in the inset for a period of 224 s, of which about 10 s were spent directly over the Si atom, produced a peak of over 50 counts at the Si K line (1.7 keV), along with a strong peak at the carbon K line (277 eV). The carbon K line intensity was similar in an equivalent control scan of a neighbouring region of pure graphene, which yielded only 2 Si counts (not shown). The clear Si L 2,3 edge in the simultaneously acquired EEL spectrum confirmed unambiguously the element identification; fig. 1c . Figure 2 shows a similar dataset, acquired this time over an isolated Pt atom sitting in a slightly thicker carbon region: fig. 2a . The Pt atom, not being inserted directly within the host lattice, was more mobile and jumped away after 245 s (of which about 10 s were again spent directly over the Pt atom), at which point the EDXS acquisition was stopped. The energy resolution of the EDX spectrum, fig. 2b is sufficient to distinguish the Pt M line from adjacent elements in the periodic table such as gold. Also apparent in this spectrum is the increased background compared to the Si atom case due to the higher total cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering by the Pt atom. An EEL spectrum was acquired simultaneously but by contrast to Si the Pt EELS edges are not favourable for identification, in particular at 60 keV primary beam energy. Extensive data processing (using the 'difference method') was necessary to extract a weak signal from the spectrum background: fig. 2c . Comparison with reference spectroscopy data shows a good match with the O and N edges of Pt but the identification is not as reliable as for Si.
These results show that single atoms can now be readily identified using EDXS in an aberrationcorrected STEM, even with a 'conventional' detector with a 0.1 sr solid angle [4] . EDXS is expected to be especially useful for heavy atoms such as platinum and gold that do not give easily identifiable EEL spectra. It is arguably less essential for other species such as Si, for which a single atom can be identified by EELS with very short acquisition times [3] , and whose EELS fine structures can be used to analyze the atom's local atomic environment. [5] 
